13 Shepherds Trail

Starting point: Rosedale

The following map illustrates the route of Shepherds Trail. The trail begins at the starting point and proceeds through various landmarks and features until it reaches the finishing point.

**Shepherds Trail Landmarks**

- **Newport**: The trail starts at Newport, located near the beginning of the map.
- **Centralia**: The trail passes through Centralia, which is marked with a corresponding point.
- **Gallatin House**: A significant landmark along the trail, Gallatin House is shown on the map with its approximate location.
- **Twin Bridges**: The trail crosses over Twin Bridges, a notable feature along the way.
- **Shepherds Trail Bridge**: This bridge is another important point along the trail, providing access to various parts of the map.
- **End point**: The trail concludes at the end point, marked with a concluding point.

The trail is marked with arrows indicating the direction of travel. Be sure to follow these directions carefully to complete the Shepherds Trail journey successfully.